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1. Purpose and aims

"e purpose of this project is to assess the 

strength of so called fair play retributivism 

(FPR) as a solution to the problem of punish-

ment, i.e. the problem concerning on what 

grounds, if any, punishment of lawbreakers by 

the state is justified. FPR holds that punish-

ment is permissible, and normally required, 

as a means of restoring the fairness between 

the lawbreaker and the law-abiding. "e law-

breaker, this theory holds, is free riding on 

the social scheme of cooperation; she accepts 

the benefits of the scheme without accept-

ing the behavioral restrictions upon which 

it depends. "e lawbreaker thus takes unfair 

advantage over the law-abiding. Punishment 

is justified in that it removes that advantage.

FPR holds out a lot of promise as an 

approach to punishment, not least as it might 

overcome the problems associated with 

standard consequentialist and retributiv-

ist approaches to punishment. Yet it is con-

fronted by a set of powerful objections. "e 

project aims to assess the merits of FPR in 

light of these objections, and to arrive at a rea-

soned conclusion as to whether the theory is 

a plausible answer to the problem of punish-

ment. Part of the work needed to meet this 

evaluative aim, however, is conceptual and 

constructive, for the fact is that FPR, while 

promising, is insufficiently fleshed out and 

understood. So the project aims to do two 

things:

1. To construct, based on previous accounts 

of FPR and relevant branches of political 

theory, the best (in the sense most plau-

sible) statement of fair play retributivism.

2. To assess the strength of that theory as an 

answer to the problem of punishment by 

way of analyzing a set of objections to it.

"us, the project belongs to the field of nor-

mative political theory. It seeks to evaluate, 

through conceptual and normative analysis, 

a promising if underappreciated theory of 

punishment. As becomes evident below, I am 

positively predisposed to FPR. Yet I am genu-

inely unsure as to whether it can sustain the 

critique to which it is subjected. A likely out-

come of the project is that FPR provides an 

important part of the correct theory of pun-

ishment, but that it needs to be qualified and 

complemented in various ways.

2. Survey of the field

Punishment is the “imposition of some-

thing which is intended to be burdensome 

or painful, on a supposed offender for a sup-

posed crime, by a person or body who claims 

to have authority to do so” (Duff 2008b). In 

its familiar legal form, punishment is the 

state’s imposition of pain or deprivation (e.g. 

imprisonment) on a person for transgressing 

the laws of the jurisdiction. "us understood, 

punishment is by its very nature controversial 

(although perhaps not subject to fundamen-

tal controversy).1 It involves intentional harm 

to persons, and intentional harm is normally 

forbidden. Punishment thereby raises strin-

gent demands on justification – we need to 

think hard about on what grounds, if any, 

such treatment is justified (Berman 2006; 

Boonin 2008). This is important not least 

considering how widespread the practice is. 

  As Rawls () once noted, surprisingly few 

believe that punishment is unjustifiable. For the 

contrary abolitionist view, see e.g. Boonin () 

and Hanna (). 
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Punishment is endemic to our societies. For 

example, in 2009 courts in Sweden meted out 

13 600 prison sentences. Furthermore, fines 

were the main punishment in 32 800 court 

rulings (Brå 2010). "is staggering amount of 

interference with people’s liberty and prop-

erty adds up to what is probably the most 

significant and intrusive of state practices, at 

least in peace time. We have a duty to think 

seriously about this practice.

The “problem of punishment”, as I use 

that term, refers to the problem concern-

ing precisely on what grounds, if any, pun-

ishment is justified. It is a classic problem 

within political theory and moral philosophy 

that over the years has sparked considerable 

debate. The debate can be partitioned into 

three broad camps. Consequentialist theo-

ries hold that punishment is justified since it 

contributes to societies’ overall utility or wel-

fare, for example in virtue of deterring future 

crime or incarcerating dangerous individuals. 

Retributivist theories argue that punishment 

is justified, on backward-looking grounds, 

by being an instance of paying back to the 

offender what he or she deserves. Finally, 

there are hybrid theories that seek to com-

bine consequentialist and retributivist views 

into a supposedly more appealing mix. Each 

camp is associated with significant problems. 

Consequentialism is criticized for in princi-

ple allowing whichever disproportionate or 

otherwise undeserved punishment that con-

tributes to overall welfare. Retributivism, in 

supporting punishment on grounds separate 

from its consequences, is charged with sup-

porting pointless or even counterproductive 

infliction of suffering. Finally, hybrid theo-

ries, while until recently very popular, have 

been criticized for either collapsing back into 

simple consequentialism or else suffering 

from incoherence. In short, the debate is in 

flux and no alternative enjoys anything even 

approximating universal consent among the-

orists (Duus-Otterström 2007).

Getting into a bit more detail, the rival 

of consequentialism is usually taken to be 

intrinsic-good retributivism (Honderich 

2006). "is is the view that criminal wrong-

doing deserves punishment, and that pun-

ishment, when in proportion to what the 

offender deserves, is intrinsically good or just 

(see e.g. Moore 1998). "is view can explain 

many of the convictions most people have 

when they think about punishment: that 

punishment must be (likely to be) deserved 

if it is to be justified; that its severity must 

“fit” the crime; and that punishments should 

not be distributed with an eye to overall con-

sequences. Yet intrinsic-good retributivism 

also suffers many problems. For example, 

in supporting even punishment that is good 

for no one, it seems to support the imposi-

tion of pain for pain’s sake (Dolinko 1991, 

Shafer-Landau 1996). Many simply do not 

buy this way of looking at punishment, pre-

ferring instead to side with Bentham’s classic 

remark that “all punishment is mischief: all 

punishment in itself is evil /…/ it ought only 

to be admitted as far as it promises to exclude 

some greater evil” (1988, p. 170). Still, con-

sequentialist or hybrid theories seem una-

ble to account for many of the desert-based 

convictions that most support when it comes 

to punishment, or at least unable to account 

for them in the right way.1 Hence, scholars 

have sought to describe a form of retributiv-

ism that neither relies on the simple intrinsic 

goodness of deserved punishment, nor col-

lapses into consequentialism.

In Punishment and Personal Responsi-

bility (2007) I made such an attempt. I there 

outlined a contractualist argument to the 

effect that a retributive penal regime, when 

  Consequentialists often advocate retributive 

considerations indirectly, deeming them to be 

essential to the maximization of welfare. Bent-

ham () for example spent a great deal of 

time working out a conception of proportionality 

in the context of his wider utilitarian theory of 

punishment. Yet such moves are unconvincing to 

many as they do not seem to value justice or fair-

ness in the right way. As Kymlicka () notes, 

what is wrong about unfair treatment is not so 

much its disutility, but its unfairness. 
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compared to its alternatives, is reasonably 

preferable to all. "is is so, I argued, for two 

reasons. On the one hand, a retributive penal 

regime seems better able to secure legal secu-

rity, which is something which we all can and 

should value. On the other hand, retributive 

punishment, which is administered with an 

eye to holding the offender responsible in a 

fundamental, blame-entailing sense, treats 

offenders with more respect than sanctions 

that aim to produce deterrence or rehabilita-

tion. I referred to these reasons, respectively, 

as the institutional and symbolic reason. 

While this analysis, I now believe, got some 

things right and pointed out values I am still 

committed to, it was also significantly flawed 

in other respects. What my argument justi-

fied was not so much punishment as a partic-

ular “penal regime”, and while I argued that 

we can support such a regime on retributivist 

grounds, it can just as well be supported on 

consequentialist ones. Moreover, the analy-

sis only argued the supremacy of a retributive 

penal regime when compared to two salient 

alternatives, namely one that seeks deter-

rence and one that seeks rehabilitation. I did 

not address the more fundamental question 

whether the retributive penal regime I favored 

is preferable by all to no penal regime at all. 

The theory which promises to right these 

wrongs, while keeping with the contractual-

ist-retributivist outlook, is FPR.

  

FPR can be defined as the view that pun-

ishment is justified on account of it being 

required to promote fairness in a society. 

The starting point is that offenders violate 

the social contract that underpins society. 

"ey choose to violate the mutually advan-

tageous rules that bind us all, thus enjoying 

the benefits of those rules without accepting 

their costs. In that sense they gain an unfair 

advantage over the law-abiding. Fairness then 

requires that the offender be punished, thus 

restoring the fundamental “legal equality” of 

society. "is view is distinctively retributivist 

in that it justifies punishment on back-

ward-looking grounds. Punishment is justi-

fied simply because it is required to remove 

the already acquired unfair advantage of the 

offender. Moreover, proportionality is entailed 

by FPR as greater punishment is reserved for 

greater unfairness. Yet FPR is not dependent 

on the seemingly mysterious or vengeful “bite 

back” impulses that intrinsic-good retribu-

tivism seems to rely on (Mackie 1982). It is 

dependent on the value of fairness, the fun-

damental commitment to which is not myste-

rious. For example, we often support policies 

that improve equality of opportunity among 

children simply because it is fair, irrespec-

tive of further consequences. If punishment 

could be portrayed as a matter of fairness, 

much would be gained in terms of retributiv-

ism’s plausibility. "is is the promise held out 

by FPR.

There is by now a decent-sized litera-

ture on FPR. "e origins of the broad idea 

of thinking about (retributive) punishment 

in terms of fairness is usually credited the 

seminal papers of Morris (1968) and Murphy 

(1973). "e approach was crystallized by Dag-

ger (1993). It is now subject to growing atten-

tion, attracting defenders (Davis 1993, Dagger 

2008, Hoskins 2010, Stichter 2010) as well 

as critics (Dolinko 1991, Boonin 2008, Duff 

2008b).

FPR fits nicely with many of the stand-

ard theories in liberal political theory. Rawls 

famously characterized society as a “coop-

erative venture for mutual advantage” which 

“makes possible a better life for all than any 

would have if each were to live solely by his 

own efforts” (Rawls 1999, p. 4). "e terms of 

social cooperation, however, is undergirded 

by binding rules of conduct, and it is essential 

to the functioning of society that those rules 

are recognized as binding by all. It is from the 

benefits of social cooperation that the basis 

of each citizen’s obligation to follow the rules 

is derived. Rawls and others argue that we 

have obligations of fair play: to honor the 

terms of cooperation from which we benefit 
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by respecting those very terms. As Hart put 

the point: “when a number of persons con-

duct any joint enterprise according to rules 

and thus restrict their liberty, those who have 

submitted to these restrictions when required 

have a right to a similar submission from 

those who have benefitted from their submis-

sion” (1955, p. 185). "is fair play-view rep-

resents a distinctive and compelling view on 

political obligation, i.e. the duty of citizens to 

accept the authority of the state and its com-

mands (Klosko 1992, McDermott 2004).

While the fair play view can be extended 

to cover many cases of political obligation, it 

is particularly apt in the case of law and pun-

ishment. "e system of law and order can eas-

ily be said to be a common good (Bird 2006, 

p. 162). In promoting security, safeguarding 

rights, and establishing predictable terms of 

social existence, it is to the benefit of all – 

including those who desire to break the laws. 

For even an offender is better off under a sys-

tem of law and order. As Dennett has put it 

in another context, “even the rational psy-

chopath will have an internal justification 

for supporting laws that punish psychopaths, 

since they protect him from other psycho-

paths” (Dennett 2003, p. 298). So when a 

person breaks the laws, she free rides: she 

enjoys the benefits of the system of law with-

out accepting the fair share of the burdens 

needed for that system to prevail. She casts 

off the burdens of compliance with the laws 

and is thereby in a position superior to the 

law-abiding. "is is unfair. "e key claim of 

FPR is that punishment should aim to restore 

the fairness between offenders and the law-

abiding and that it is justified to the extent it 

serves this end.

In being rooted in a plausible account of 

fairness and political obligation, FPR offers a 

compelling potential solution to the problem 

of punishment. "is is not least so since it can 

easily accommodate the Rawlsian claim that 

principles of justice must respect the “sepa-

rateness” of persons (1999, p. 163). A peren-

nial weakness of consequentialist theories is 

that they seem unable to account for that indi-

vidual have rights. "eir focus on beneficial 

overall consequences can blind them to other 

factors that seem relevant to the permissibil-

ity of punishment, such as the idea that the 

offender has a right not to be treated (merely) 

as a means to social utility (Murphy 1973). 

FPR is readily compatible with the idea of 

people having rights, including the offender. 

Indeed, a plausible contractualist case can 

be made that fairness-restoring punishment 

is something which even the offender can in 

principle accept (cf. Scanlon 1998; Brettsch-

neider 2007). "is does not involve the actual 

attitudes of the person suffering punishment, 

of course. When we are evaluating a punish-

ment, we instead ask whether it is called for 

by a rule that the offender, like everyone else, 

would have wanted in place if he or she had 

a prior say in the matter. In other words, we 

seek not what people actually want ex post, 

but what they would have been reasonable to 

want ex ante (Duus-Otterström 2010). Mur-

phy’s pioneering defense of FPR proceeds 

along these contractualist lines:

On this theory, a man may be said to ration-

ally will X if, and only if, X is called for by 

a rule that the man would necessarily have 

adopted in the original position of choice – 

i.e., in a position of coming together with 

others to pick rules for the regulation of 

their mutual affairs. […] "us I can be said 

to will my own punishment if, in an ante-

cedent position of choice, I and my fellows 

would have chosen institutions of punish-

ment as the most rational means of dealing 

with those who might break the other gen-

erally beneficial social rules that had been 

adopted. (1973, p. 230)

According to FPR, everyone could be said to 

endorse punishment as a way of promoting 

the fairness of the social venture. Punishment 

thus passes the contractualist criterion of fol-

lowing from principles which no one could 

reject ex ante.

3. Project description

FPR represents a distinctively retributivist, 
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backward-looking theory that is located 

snuggly within a wider politico-theoretical 

literature, and which, while it retains the 

characteristic focus on desert, explains in 

plausible terms why we are justified in acting 

on desert. FPR holds out a lot of promise as a 

solution to the problem of punishment.

Yet, for all its promise, FPR is insuffi-

ciently understood. More work is needed to 

flesh out and assess the theory. In particular, 

the relation between fair play obligations and 

punishment needs tight scrutiny. "e theory 

must also meet a set of challenges laid down 

by its critics. Since I believe that defending 

the theory against its main objections is equi-

valent to understanding its positive claims, I 

here choose to focus on the objections that 

the theory needs to address:

 ﹕ 

FPR holds that unfairness explains criminal 

desert: it is the fact that an offender takes 

unfair advantage of others that grounds that 

he or she is deserving of a punishment. "e 

unfairness explains both why it is permissi-

ble to punish an offender, and why we nor-

mally ought to do so. Critics have held that 

FPR misrepresents the nature of criminal 

desert, arguing that while FPR can account 

for criminal desert when it comes to mala 

prohibita crimes, it cannot account for mala 

in se crimes (Duff 2001). "e worrying thing 

about particularly heinous mala in se crimes 

seems to be that they are very harmful, not 

that they are unfair. "e wrongness of mur-

der, for example, seems to have more to do 

with the harm it causes the murdered and his 

or her loved ones than with it being unfair to 

the law-abiding (Dolinko 1991). "is charge is 

thus mainly conceptual: the argument is that 

FPR cannot properly account for criminal 

desert. "is is significant since FPR, as a spe-

cies of retributivism, needs to get desert right, 

in particular because it would otherwise not 

get the ranking right between crimes and 

punishments, which is key for proportional-

ity (von Hirsch et. al. 2009).

 ﹕  

Proponents of FPR have responded to the 

irrelevance objection by saying that while 

crimes can differ in terms of other moral 

characteristics, they all also include casting 

off the general burden of self restraint and 

hence involve unfairness (Boonin 2008, p. 

124-126). "e worrying thing about this so 

called general compliance response, how-

ever, is that it seems unable to differenti-

ate between crimes. "e general compliance 

response holds that all crime equally involve 

the same (general) unfairness of free rid-

ing. Yet this seems unable to capture some of 

our considered intuitions – for example, that 

murder is deserving of a much harsher pun-

ishment than tax evasion.

A related worry is that FPR, in saying that 

punishment is right because it removes the 

advantage the criminal has taken over the 

law-abiding, will say that the wrongness of 

a crime depends on whether the offender 

takes liberties that also tempt the law-abiding 

(Dolinko 1991). FPR says that the wrongness 

of crime stems from the offender’s casting off 

the burdens of self-restraint that are shoul-

dered by the law-abiding. But most people 

simply are not tempted to commit severe 

crimes. Hence, it is no burden for them to 

refrain from committing them. "e conclu-

sion seems to be that FPR will treat crimes as 

worse the more people are tempted to com-

mit them. "is has absurd implications for 

the way we rank crimes. A crime that tempts 

many (tax evasion) will be deemed worse 

than a crime that tempts very few (like mur-

der). "e upshot seems to be that FPR can at 

best only handle a subset of crimes, at worst 

is irredeemably flawed.

 ﹕     



FPR locates the nature of our obligation to 

obey the laws in fairness: it is because people 

benefit from a law that they have a fair play 

duty to respect it. "is stance, however, invites 

the objection that FPR seems to presuppose 
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just societies, i.e. societies where there is a 

level playing field in terms of access to advan-

tage and where rules are to the benefit of all. 

Since actual societies arguably fail to meet 

this requirement, one can question whether 

FPR has any purchase as a solution to the 

problem of punishment. Some retributivists 

have argued that retributivism should not be 

wedded to contractualist reasoning precisely 

because actual societies are not fair (Ander-

son 1997).

"ere are two versions of this objection. 

First, it might be argued that some individ-

uals do not benefit, on aggregate, from the 

system of law. For these individuals it seems 

that the contractualist test at the heart of the 

fair play account cannot be met (cf. Hoskins 

2010). Second, it might also be argued that 

while everyone does benefit from the system 

of law, they benefit to vastly different degrees 

depending on their position in society. If the 

“cooperative venture” benefits some more 

than others – people with a certain ethnic 

or socioeconomic background, for example 

– then one might wonder whether the disad-

vantaged have a lesser obligation to obey the 

law.

It might be responded that FPR is an ideal 

theory and that we should not assume that 

actual societies have a right to punish (Mur-

phy 1973; Dagger 2008). Yet if FPR is to han-

dle real-world jurisdictions, the unequal 

playing field objection is clearly worrying. It 

serves to remind us that punishment should 

not be discussed without paying attention 

to the background conditions of the society 

which it is tasked to protect. As Honderich 

(2006) has noted this is a lacuna of the litera-

ture of punishment in general (but see Hef-

fernan & Kleinig 2000). However, the lacuna 

is particularly troubling in the case of FPR in 

that this theory places fundamental impor-

tance in the fairness of the society.

Outline of the project

"ese are not the only objections to FPR, but 

they seem to me the most troubling ones. I 

have no settled view as to whether they can 

be overcome, and, if they cannot, whether 

this should make us on balance reject FPR. 

Recall that the project aims to answer two 

broad questions:

1. To construct, based on previous accounts 

of FPR and relevant branches of political 

theory, the best (in the sense most plau-

sible) statement of fair play retributivism.

2. To assess the strength of that theory as an 

answer to the problem of punishment by 

way of analyzing a set of objections to it.

"e objections point out the need to specify 

the most plausible version of FPR, as men-

tioned in (1). More specifically, this task can 

be broken down into a set of sub-questions:

1.1 What is the most plausible account of 

benefits and burdens with regard to the sys-

tem of law?

1.2 What are the conditions that make 

punishment permissible?

1.3 What are the conditions that make 

punishment desirable or required?

"e answer to 1.1 will in all likelihood turn 

out to be that the benefits of the system of 

law are primarily associated with provid-

ing individuals a sphere of autonomy and 

non-interference that allows them to pur-

sue their conception of the good in relative 

security, while the burdens stem from hav-

ing to refrain from doing things one would 

otherwise like to do. "is opens up for the 

charge that the benefits of the system of law is 

“forced” – people by and large cannot exit the 

system(s) and hence cannot be said to freely 

accept its benefits (Simmons 1996). However, 

I follow Klosko in arguing that if benefits 

are open – they amount to public goods that 

benefit all regardless of whether one wants 

them – and exit is impossible, then there is a 

duty to reciprocate compliance with compli-

ance (Klosko 1992). "is response admittedly 

presupposes the plausibility of the fair play 

account of political obligations, and indeed 

the project will assume that this account is by 

and large correct.

Next, the project needs to analyze the 
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particular idea of a criminal’s unfair advan-

tage as paving the way for punishment. As is 

evident from 1.2 and 1.3, it is desirable to split 

this question into one involving the permis-

sibility of punishment and one involving the 

positive reason to punish. Some construe FPR 

as a species of negative retributivism (Mackie 

1982) that says that while criminal desert 

establishes the permissibility of punishing a 

particular lawbreaker, other considerations 

establishes both the reason to punish and 

the particular mode of punishment (Stichter 

2010). It is thus not obvious that the notion of 

unfair advantage does work across the board, 

on all major questions of punishment (cf. Hart 

2008). "is idea is potentially very significant 

as it could overcome the irrelevance and false 

equivalence objections. The state might be 

justified in punishing murderers harder than 

people who cheat on their taxes not because 

they are unfair to a different extent, but 

because of the greater interest people have in 

having would-be murderers deterred. "us, 

the project will investigate whether a partial 

reliance on social protection and overall wel-

fare might serve to make FPR more attractive. 

"is of course makes FPR belong to the set of 

“hybrid” theories.

Once the best statement of FPR is in place, 

the second overarching aim (2) is to assess the 

strength of that theory as an overall answer 

to the problem of punishment. "is aim will 

require careful analysis of the attractions and 

flaws of that theory when compared with 

rival theories. The rival theories that seem 

most relevant here is a deterrence-based 

theory, intrinsic-good retributivism, and a 

communicative model of the kind currently 

defended by Duff (2001). "e method used to 

assess the theories is wide reflective equilib-

rium-style normative analysis (Daniels 1979). 

"is method, which is heavily favored by con-

temporary theorists, consists in seeking “fit” 

between one’s considered ethical judgments 

in particular cases and general principles or 

theories. "is is predominantly achieved by 

way of testing principles or theories against 

examples (some real-world, other hypotheti-

cal) in order to see how they fare relative each 

other (McDermott 2010). "e analytical work 

tends to attach priority to firmly held particu-

lar judgments: if a theory is shown to imply a 

highly counterintuitive action, this is usually 

taken as a reason to abandon or modify the 

theory. Yet the possibility also remains that 

the most attractive way of achieving fit is to 

bite the bullet and accept the implication, as 

per standard Rawlsian reflective equilibrium 

methodology (Rawls 1999: 40-46).

4. Significance

Punishment is arguably the most intrusive of 

domestic exercises of state power. "e prob-

lem of punishment therefore deserves close 

and serious attention. Not least for the mem-

bers of our communities that suffer punish-

ment it is important to think about how their 

treatment can be justified to them, and how 

we need to modify the practice of punish-

ment to make it cohere with the nature of that 

justification. For these reasons, the non-aca-

demic relevance of the issues pursued in this 

project is significant.

In terms of the significance for the aca-

demic field it is safe to say that the project’s 

results will interest scholars working on pun-

ishment. While the fair play account contin-

ues to generate supporters and detractors, it 

is also insufficiently understood. Working out 

the issues (conceptual as well as normative) 

of the theory in a systematic fashion would 

interest not only those involved specifically 

in the debate over FPR, but also the wider 

community working on punishment in gen-

eral. In particular, there are as of yet no book-

length treatments of FPR. The project also 

aims to contribute to the literature on politi-

cal obligations and the state responsibility to 

handle non-compliance. It is one of the mer-

its of FPR that it so coherently analyses the 

practice of punishment as a political prac-

tice. Political theorists in general will benefit 

from the close attention the project pays to 
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fair play obligations and their connection to 

punishment.

5. Preliminary results

As stated above, in my Ph.D. thesis I defended 

a version of retributivism on contractual-

ist grounds. While I am now convinced I got 

some things wrong, I am still convinced that a 

plausible theory of punishment will have sig-

nificant retributive elements and must pass an 

ex ante contractualist test, i.e. be the object of 

reasonable consent even among the very peo-

ple who suffer punishment. More specifically, 

I hold that a plausible theory of punishment 

must (a) explain why punishment is per-

missible on backward-looking grounds, (b) 

entail a reasonable proportionality between 

the seriousness of crimes and the harshness 

of punishment, and (c) pass a contractualist 

test. Whether FPR can deliver a coherent and 

compelling answer that ticks all three dimen-

sions is an open question whose answer natu-

rally must await the actual analysis. But it is 

fair to say that I am positively predisposed to 

FPR. I regard it as the most promising way of 

achieving these desiderata, with the focus on 

fairness yielding what seems like attractive 

answers on (a) and (c) in particular.

However, it is clear that the three objec-

tions mentioned above raise serious doubts 

about FPR. "is holds in particular for the 

irrelevance and false equivalence objections.1 

What FPR gets right is no doubt that crime 

violates the social contract. Yet the general 

compliance argument is not a convincing 

answer to these worries, and the coherence 

of a mixed view such as the one recently 

espoused by Dagger (2008) is in doubt. I cur-

rently believe that the best way forward is to 

rethink the very role of fairness of the theory.

"e thing that critics and advocates alike 

  The unequal playing field objection does raise 

significant worries about FPR too, but as it con-

cerns the viability of the theory “only” under non-

ideal circumstances it is less fundamental

have overlooked is that people might fare bet-

ter than others simply by making others fare 

worse. Fairness is an essentially comparative 

notion. In Temkin’s classic phrasing, commit-

ment to fairness (or equality, in his wording) 

is to hold that “it is bad for some to be worse 

off than others through no fault or choice of 

their own” (Temkin 2003: 767). A lawbreaker 

no doubt often leaves her victims worse off 

through no fault of their own. It also stands to 

reason that the intuitively worst crimes – acts 

of physical or sexual violence, for example 

– leave the victims the worst off. One could 

thus say that while the violent criminal has 

not necessarily benefitted in an absolute sense 

from her crime, she most definitely stands in 

a relation of unfair advantage to her victims 

who are now faring much worse. "e upshot 

seems to be that fairness can provide reasons 

to punish that are similar to compensatory 

or corrective justice. Punishment is simply 

the most natural way to restore basic fairness 

between persons, and the reason why the 

worst crimes merit the most severe penalties 

is that their victims are made the worst off.

"is account is sketchy and raises several 

questions. First, we might wonder if it strays 

too far from the notion of free riding as an 

instance of unfair play. Second, like all com-

parative accounts it is susceptible to leveling 

down and that might seem a problem (see e.g. 

Knight 2009). I believe, however, that punish-

ment is the best example of a situation where 

we can accept leveling down as appropriate. 

"ird, it seems to offer counterintuitive results 

when it comes to victimless crimes such as 

tax evasion and cases of deadly violence (in 

the latter case we might feel that the victim 

simply ceases to exist and cannot be said to 

be “worse off” than others). Still, I believe 

that a distinctive and attractive account on 

FPR potentially could be constructed by min-

ing the impressive general literature on egali-

tarianism and fairness. If not, and if no other 

account can offer compelling answers to the 

irrelevance and false equivalence questions, 

the project will simply argue against FPR 
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– a result as instructive and worthwhile as its 

opposite. Only time will tell which way the 

argument goes.
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